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article; novel extract; Monologue Day in And Day; Web article Confessions 185 iiiIntroduction Welcome to Cambridge Checkpoint English Stage 9. The Cambridge Checkpoint English course covers Cambridge Secondary 1 English and is divided into three stages: 7, 8 and 9. This book covers everything
you need to know for Stage 9. There are two more books in the series to cover stages 7 and 8 that have different focus. Together they will give you a rm foundation in English. During the year your teacher may ask you to do a progression test to find out how well you are working. This book will help you
learn how to apply your language skills and your reading and writing skills to do well in the test. At the end of the year you will be asked to do a checkpoint test to see how much you have learned in all three stages. Phase 9 focuses on reasoning and discussion, as well as the study of compelling and
informative texts. The curriculum is presented in the field of ction and non-ction content, and skills are divided into language (acoustics, spelling and vocabulary, grammar and punctuation), reading, writing, talking and listening. There is no evaluation of speaking and listening in the Progression or
Checkpoint tests, but these skills, practiced as individual, pair, group, and class activities, are developed in all departments. The theme for this book Outlook. Content about points of view and opinions, and how facts facts Ideas are presented. This book has 12 units, each of which is a mixture of ction and
non-ction passages and activities. There are no clear dividing lines between language and literature, and between reading and writing skills. Skills learned in one unit are often used in other units. There is, however, some progression in the manner in which skills are introduced and you will review the skills
practiced in stage 7 and stage 8. Each device starts with an introduction that will prepare you for what you learn in the block, and start-up activities so you think and talk. Each unit contains several types of aisle and asks you to practice multiple skills. Key points to explain the rules and give information
about aspects of reading and writing. Tip boxes provide assistance with speci c activity. Activities are divided into stages to give you support. At the end of each unit you will be asked to do a piece of extended writing to give you the opportunity to practice the kind of emails you will be asked to do at the
test checkpoint. Other types of writing will be included in the activity. You will also practice reading the types of passage that are included in the Checkpoint test, and you will learn to read carefully, so that you will notice the details of the content and language that you are reading. There are many different
types of poetry and prose in this book, and your knowledge of literature will be developed as well as your language skills. You will discuss ideas and methods with other students as well as with your teacher. These discussions are an important part of developing both your language skills and your
understanding of literature. The list of content on page iii tells you what kinds of reading and writing activities occur in each block. We hope the course will be enjoyable and will help you feel a con dent about responding and using English in different ways. ivUNIT 1 Art, Design and Fashion This unit
focuses on arguments and discursive writing. You will look at rhetorical devices as well as practice identifying the reader's positioning and analyzing the stylistic effects of writers. You will do some research, practice using colon and semi-colons and spelling, review resumes and sequences, discuss a
poem and write an article in a journal. Events 1 with a partner, a list of names as many artists or architects as you may think. b Now list the names of famous works of art or buildings. c Write your own definitions for: i fashion ii architecture iii art. Text 1A What is good in art and what is good art? W hat
good is art? This question is usually asked by taxpayers who don't think the state should spend money on it, parents, don't want their kids to become artists because they don't see it as a safe career, or governments that think universities should focus on science, math and other actors who will bene t
industry and economy. But has anyone ever wondered what work Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci had was good about? Our view of the need for the existence of art may have changed over the centuries. Those who defend it argue that art (with capital) should exist because it makes people see,
makes people think, or makes people happy. But more than that, what is good art? Where to draw the line between art and non-art, and between good and bad art? And who decides? What kinds of creativity should be 1Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 called art? And what is the difference between a
picture remotely justi able? And should art and craft be? Who deserves to be publicly denied access to the artist's national treasures? And could it be a baby or a monkey? Hidden in exclusive private collections? And abstract art is as clever as representative art If art is used as advertising, for example,
on art? One could go on and ask questions of a box of chocolates or cookies, doing it humiliatingly about art, or art. This is? And are the ridiculously high prices paid for 2 In this activity you will look at the impact of the range of sentence structures used in text 1A. Find examples of antithesis in text 1A (i.e.
words or phrases put together as opposites) and explain their effect. b Find examples of balanced phrases in the passage (i.e. words or phrases with similar meanings) and explain their effect. c Find examples of triple structures in the aisle (i.e. the use of the grammatical form is repeated three times in a
row) and explain their effect. 3 When you work in pairs, tell me what you notice: the syntax (grammatical structures) in text 1A b punctuation used in the passage with the overall effect of sentence types and the use of punctuation in the passage. The key point of rhetorical devices Using unanswered
questions is a rhetorical device used for a convincing effect. By asking questions, viewers/readers think about them and try to answer them themselves. Rhetoric (the art of persuasive speech or writing) began in ancient times, when speakers gave speeches in public places to win support for political
opinion or course of action. Here are some other rhetorical devices: t intentional repetition t put words in inverted commas or finances for the accent of t antithesis and balance 2UNIT1 art, design and fashion t euphemism (something sounds more pleasant) t juxtaposition (placing two ideas next to each
other) t rule three (using three of its kind) t baths (funny anti-climax) t hyperbole (deliberate exaggeration) t meiosis (understatement) tautology (another way to say the same). Violation of normal spelling rules and offers with Yi, But, So and also also attracts attention and expresses the idea simply and
directly enough to have an immediate immediate impact on the audience. 4 What do you think is the attitude of the writer to art in text 1A, and what is the evidence? b Take notes on your own views on art, and think about a few more questions you might ask about it. c Using the devices mentioned in
Action 2 and 3, and using the excerpt as a model, write half a page about your views on the purpose and value of art, and read it to the speech delivery class. Text 1B Underwater Miracle Mexican government has paid the artist to make 8,000 statues - all to be dumped on the seabed. Why? In an attempt
to save the endangered coral reef off the coast of Cancun, which suffers from repeated hurricane attacks and is therefore threatened and needs protection from anything that could cause it additional damage. Statues of human gurs now form the world's largest underwater sculpture display, 10 meters
below the sea surface, which can be seen from the boats passing above it. The statues are made of specially solid and non-toxic clay shapes. RST statues were lowered in 2006 and the site was announced to be open in 2009. The statues show human forms engaging in day-to-day activities such as
watching TV and driving a car. Once lowered onto the sea window, they are covered with corals to stimulate growth. The goal is to seduce divers from 3Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 Mesoamerican or Manchones Reef, the second visitor of the year. Taylor's goal is to sink 8,000 of the longest coral
chains in the world to prevent statues in all; it will take a few more years to further destroy its delicate environment. to reach the conservation project. Not all there are currently 500 statues created and sunk by locals agreeing that it's worth the effort, for 7 years 38-year-old Jason, and some are concerned
that it will attract deCaires to Taylor, a British-Guyanese artist. It has even more divers in the area, many of whom have been rated by National Geographic magazine are inexperienced. They believe that instead of being like a modern Wonder of Light. Environmental protection, this arty cial reef Cancun
National Marine Park attracts 750,000 will actually damage it further. 5 Text 1B could be rearranged into a shorter and more efficient sequence. i On a copy of text 1B, add brackets to remove repetitions and examples. ii Using numbers in the aisle field, determine a new and logical way to use the material.
b Rewrite the passage in a new sequence, linking ideas and using paragraphs. c After checking your work on accuracy and structure, give it to your teacher. 6 In this activity, you will work in a small group to plan a presentation to the class. the seven wonders of the ancient world, and decide which one
you think was the most impressive. b Think of the three sites you'd like to see in the list of modern human wonders of light, light, can include one in your country. c Discuss and agree in your group which one is most worthy of being on the list. d Take notes to explain what is special about the site you have
chosen. e One group presents your choice to the class, justifying why it deserves to be considered a Miracle. The class will vote on which sounds the most impressive. 4UNIT1 Art, Design and Fashion Text 1C Giant Shapes in the Sand In the Desert of Naska in southern Peru you impressive photos can
not nd the largest art gallery in discovered until 1941: they were not easy to discover the world. But this is not an ordinary exhibition of art: as the desert winds blew thinly dark drawings, the whole zoo of animals and birds, a layer of pebbles above the markings. Big monsters the size of laid out on a
deserted oor. Mystery: Why did Nazcas paint a giant painting in the sand that they couldn't see properly? The giant condor has a wing span of more than 120 meters; hiding spider almost Possible, they were for the gods, not humans, 50 meters long. There's hummingbirds to see: most of them compound
in The Nask huge bill, kinky monkey tail, splash of mythology with water so that they could form a whale, and many other birds, shes and the strange kind of prayers for the rain. Another theory is that the plant form. The Nazki gave their leaders a burial ground, which could be seen from the sky. Also,
because of their size, you can't see claimed that they were religious signi cance. magnesium cent photography at ground level. Only when in the air you can appreciate all these wonderful monuments continue to squirm, ying the menagerie. They are very intriguing and drazb us; Unfortunately, however,
they are stylized outlines resembling shapes that are very fragile, and sloppy tourists have decorated the pottery of the Indians who lived the damaged number of them. Now, the Peruvian around The Nask from bcE from about 900 AD the government has banned all of them were made of a simple, if
laborious, area where the best photos. Ironically, the method of removing the dark stone layer, which is therefore the world's largest display of art can cover the desert, or pampa, and the revealing is only visible from the air as originally intended light sand beneath it. Precision, but then lost sight of. the
designs were probably achieved by skillfully scaling much smaller versions. Hester Davenport, Early Times 5Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 7 Find one or more synonyms in 1C text for these five words in bold from the passage. zoo extensive outlines of miraculous intrigues b Why is the question at the
end of paragraph four? c Look at the stressed phrase if laborious and paraphrase it to show its meaning. Write the offer yourself with help if that way. 8 On a copy of the text circle of the colon. How many different types of types for the colon can you identify? b How would you define different uses? c Write
sentences yourself using the colon in each of the different ways. Key points of colons (:) The three functions of the colon are to: T extend on or explain the idea (perform a function i.e.) t insert items in the list t to insert a quotation or a significant part of the direct speech. The colon does not need to be
followed with a capital letter. Be careful not to confuse the colon with the semi-colon that separates the sentences and can take place of a full stop, but which does not work in any of the ways listed above. 9 Now you are going to plan and write a summary of text 1C. On a copy of text 1C, emphasize the
facts, and only the facts, about The Sand of Sand Photography. (Don't include opinions, repetitions, small details, comments, images, or examples.) b Transfer the highlighted points to the plan and decide how they are used and which of them to group into the same sentence. c Summarize the passage as
few sentences as possible, saving words with a half-ring. Don't use more than 150 words (about half the length of text 1C). 6UNIT1 Art, Design and Fashion for Activities 9c Semi-Coulica (;) The semi-pricks should not be over-used in the part of the letter because they make it seem like the list seems like
there is not enough fluency because they add one simple sentence to another, but do not help with the formation of complex sentences. They should be placed between closely related ideas only, and are used especially in informative types of writing requiring a short style. The text of 1D Kilroy was here
there are many versions of the legend to explain how the slogan Kilroy was here! Appeared all over the world. The verdict began to be considered during World War II in places where American troops were stationed, and people still write it on the walls to this day to continue the joke. This is often
accompanied by a pattern of a kind of fabulous gure looking over the wall. This famous image, known as Chad, consists of a face with 7Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 two large oval eyes and a long nose, and two sets of three ngers holding onto the wall. The rest is hidden by the wall itself. The most
famous explanation for this phenomenon is that it was James J. Kilroy, who was a ship inspector at a shipyard in quincy, Massachusetts, USA. It was his responsibility to check how many rivet holes lled during his work shift any day. To prevent the double tally of dishonest rivets and prove to his
supervisors that he was doing his job, he began to celebrate 'Kilroy was here' inside the hulls of ships that are being built. He used a yellow pencil to make it easy to see; Thus, other inspectors will not take rivets more than once and pay rivets for work he has not done himself. (female version known as
Rosie the Riveter, Riveter, in some versions of the story.) After the ships began to function, carrying military troops who were heading abroad and headed for war, it became a complete mystery why this phrase was still seen, and not on ships, but on buildings, and in places where it was out of the way.
Anyone who can be sure that Kilroy, whoever he is, was there. Jokingly, the troops began to deploy graf ti themselves wherever American troops landed, claiming that he was already there when they arrived; it quickly became a problem to put a picture and slogan in the most remote places before anyone
else got there. It is claimed to exist in the most unlikely places imaginable: on top of Mount Everest in Nepal; on the torch of the Statue of Liberty in New York Harbor; on the underside of the Arc de Triomphe in Paris; on the Marco Polo Bridge in China; on huts in Polynesia; and even scrawled in the dust
on the moon. 10 Read the 1D text carefully and then work with your partner. Deciding whether each of the following allegations is true or false, according to text 1D. i Kilroy graffiti was originally found in places where U.S. troops were. ii Kilroy graffiti dates back to the beginning of World War II. iii Kilroy

graffiti began inside unfinished vessels. Iv U.S. troops found graffiti already where they arrived. v It is unlikely that The Kilroy graffiti exists on the moon. b i Look at the emphasized infinitive verb forms in the passage. Decide which ones may have in order placed in front of them to show intent. ii To
paraphrase the following quote from the passage, using in order to. He used a yellow pencil to make it easy to see c Words in bold in a passage of reflexive pronouns. I agree on a rule about how this part of the speech is used. ii Write other examples of sentences containing reflexive pronouns. 8UNIT1
art, design and fashion for the activity of 10c Reflexive pronouns Reflexive pronouns, for example, in themselves, have two different uses: t UP'SPWJEFBOPCKFDUUUJTUIFTBNFBTUIFTVKFDFDFDD-TBXmyself in the mirror't UPSFFFSCBDLBOEJOTJG'SFD-HOFHOPO 11 Rewrite the first three
sentences of paragraph 2 text 1D using different sentence structures. Start the same way: The most famous explanation for this phenomenon ... b Rewrite paragraph 3 as a summary. Make sure you include all the information. c Look at the final paragraph of the passage. Write a sentence to explain its
structure and its impact. 12 A If you wanted to leave a graffiti drawing, replacing your own name instead of Kilroy, what would your painting be? b Draw it on a piece of paper. c Explain to the class your design choices after drawing on a board. The following two activities focus on the vocabulary of text 1E,
including complex spellings. In front of you Read the review below. For the activity 13c Look Cover Write Check This is one of the most effective methods for learning and correcting spelling: tUVE'UIFDPSFDUT-FMMJOHPFXFXPSGFXPSFFFXPSFFFFFXPSFFFFFFFXPSFFFFFFXFPSGFFPUPF
PGJUTMFUFUUFUFUFHTTDUVSFPGJU-PVIBWFJO your mind t DIFDLUIBUZPVST-FMMJOHPGUIFXFXSENBUDIFTUIFPSJJOBMXIFOZPV reveal IT T X SJUFUIFXPSFDUM-XDFNPSF XJUPVUMPJOHBUJU UPGJJUJOJO. 9Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 Text 1E Street Rat Black le Rat is a
French street artist who calls and sees it because when you leave something IJNTFMGA5IF. BO8IP8BMLT5ISPVHI8BMMTIFJTB on the street, you leave a part of yourself. Street phantom, shadow, myth. He began his work as artists could not resist returning to admire their urban decorator and political
commentator in their own handmade; this is the main reason for Paris in the early 1980s, when he was twenty years old. He's that. He denies that he is a vandal or intends to pioneer, ancestor, grandfather of the street to destroy anything. He claims to have a desire for art. He went to the streets when the
Parisian state produced graffiti to fill the space on an empty wall, telling him that she could see his work basic human instinct, and that he could never be with the walls. At first he misunderstood that she had stopped. You can trace it back to the decoration meant: he started training to be an architect.
DBWF XBMMT FBST BHP H B HSBGMUJ ESBXJOH painted, someone would come and fill his real name Xavier Prou, and in 56 years gap. old he is far from being a youth rebel. It does not draw aggressive images, only reflecting of them, graffiti artists often have their own website BOEIFTB'T
A'JNBHFTBSFB'SFTFOU-NBTFGPS UPSFNJOEFWFS'FPGUIFJSAXPSLT5IFJOUFSOFU all to enjoy, even children. His dream has made street art a global movement, but it should be allowed to provide art on the streets of the city to the art of ordinary people, not high up without any problems. Once
he was a paid and respectable artist. There is no more caught by the police and the court case has lasted a modern cultural phenomenon in the world for a whole year. He then switched to putting up UIBOTUSFFUBSU-UJTUBLJOHPWFSUIF-mboFU. PTU posters instead. They are faster; You can't stay
city daubed with it, so it's longer than two minutes before the police notice when not. You'll see it in the future. And it's better for the walls. -POEPO 3JP . FMTVVSOF #BSDFMPOB #FJKJOH U JTFWFOCFJOHBVDUJPOFE MJLFASFBMXPSPGGSU His projects, based on stencils in the dimensions of
human life and animals, do not decorate cities so much as haunt them. Their quirkiness, sarcasm and observations make them sharp, humorous and political, like caricatures. His controversial career began with the silhouettes of galloping rats, hence his name: a subversive urban animal, but also an ART
anagram. These evil, thieving creatures of the night spread from Paris to provincial French cities like the plague. He needed a secret identity, because street artists working under the cover of darkness obviously can't sign their real names to the police. He says that when you go outside with a can, and
spray your signature, you will return 10UNIT1 art, design and fashion 13 Write the following ten words from text 1E, which are useful but difficult to spell. Write them off their highlighted hotspots. The architect's quirkiness of the sharp humorous silhouettes of the plague of the modern phenomenon is
noticeably auctioned with ten words, try to memorize their lines of writing, and think of mnemonics to help you remember silent letters and hot spots. c I'm with a partner, check each other for spelling words. ii Exchange responses to be marked out of ten. Make adjustments. 14 Copy from the lists below in
the notebook. Match five words in bold in text 1E with their meanings as used in the passage: I am a phantom man who resists the power ii myth of the willful destroyer of property iii pioneer of the phenomenon iv rebel initiator v vandalized a fictional man or thing b Use these five words from a passage in
a sentence for each, which shows an understanding of their meaning : the phenomenon of controversial quirkiness subversive with I Select ten words that have a strong negative connotation. ii Explain to the class the reasons why these words are powerful. 15 Discuss the following as a class. In how
many different ways are the inverted commas used in text 1E? b Decide on five locations where semi-clears can be used in the aisle. c Why does a writer use a short sentence, beginning with and at the end of the second paragraph of the passage? ii What other forms of punctuation could precede it other
than a complete shutdown? 16 Using a copy of text 1E, emphasize the words or phrases that make the reader sympathetic to Blek le Rat. b Explain how they achieve this effect. c Now describe the activities of Blek le Rat as a statement about three proposals of a police officer, accepting an
unsympathetic point of view. 11Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 17 Discuss both the subject of graffiti and street art, and whether it is something that affects where you live. b As a class, collect points for and against street art. Write points on the board in two columns: For and Against. c Using some of
the dots in the columns on the board, write two statements, one beginning 'Graffiti must be legal because...' and the other says otherwise. Combine the dots in the logical in a complicated sentence. Read your arguments. 18 In small groups read and discuss the poem in text 1F. Take notes on the impact
of the following feed back to the class for discussion: punctuation b layout and syntax with rhymes and sound effects d vocabulary and images electronic message. Text 1F Maggie and Millie and Molly and can Maggie and Millie and Molly and could go down to the beach (play one day) and Maggie
discovered a shell that sang so sweetly she couldn't remember her problems, and millie befriended a stranded star whose rays five langular fingers were; and Molly pursued a horrible thing that raced sideways, blowing bubbles; and can go home with a smooth round stone as small as the world and as
big as alone. For what we lose (like you or I) it is always ourselves we find in the sea e. e. cummings 12UNIT1 Art, Design and Fashion Text 1G Design Ideas that changed the world UJTUIFTJNMFTUUIJOUIBUDBVTFUIFHSFBUFUFTU immediately became popular among women as it changes. They
are often more difficult to achieve than to give them freedom of movement regardless of the more complex ones. Sometimes it's the people who controlled the horse and the buggy. DSFBUFE CP BDDJEFOU 8F UBLF UIFN GPS HSBOUFE Flat furniture package XIFO UIF' CFDPNF sbSU PG FWFS'B'
MJGF 8F forget that someone somewhere was supposed to be Oif UIF NJET B XPSLFS GPS BOJ GVSUVSF original inspiration for them. The company in Sweden couldn't get a new desk in his car, so he took off his legs in order to raise money for him when 5IF CBSUFS TTUFN IBE JUT MJNJUT G
TPNFPOF he returned home. He didn't want to trade the product, change the way he knew that chicken was a pot, what can you do? The answer was the breakthrough is to use the marker instead, so that trading can for the future of UBLF-MBDFUPUIFCFOFmUPGCPUIBSUJFT. The manufacture and
sale of POF was introduced in China around 200 BC, furniture, and coins having a hole in the middle, so they presented an idea that could be strung together and worn around his employers' neck. But they were heavy, so in the 9th century, CE paper money was invented. The barcode first barcode was
made by extending down the dots and dashing the morse code to make narrow lines and wide lines out of them. It soon became a unique and versatile method of cataloguing products as diverse as books and packaged food. The Velcro Bike First two-wheeled controlled machine appeared a way of
attaching two JO (FSNBO JO U XBT NBEF PG XPPE BOE surfaces quickly but not pedals, so that it had to be moved by clicking effectively using microscopic loops was POFT GFFUBJOTU UIF HSPVOE SU XBT IBSE result of the dog owner's work, except to study how the seeds came down in his halfcentury of fur. He took it later, version in the box for two equal run, and realizing the size of the wheels as hard it was and the pedals were removing them. invented, which 13Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 19 Rewrite five introductory sentences to the text of 1G as two complex sentences. Express them
in a more lively, discursive style. Read the key moment below to help you. b Think of five more projects that changed everyday life when they first appeared. Share your ideas with the class. c Choose one of your options and find out how it was invented. Then write a paragraph to explain your story, to
accompany the picture of the item as part of a wall display class titled Design Ideas That Changed the World. 20 Write a detailed half-page description of the outfit modeled in the picture, as if for a fashion column in a magazine. Start 'Last fascination to hit the catwalk... ' b Poll five classmates on their
views on fashion, asking the following questions: i Is it only to make money for fashion designers and manufacturers? ii Does this have an unhealthy effect on models? iii Does this have too much impact on young people? Does this make society materialistic and competitive? Does it affect the way you
dress and the types of clothes you buy? c To order the results of the survey in terms of a discursive article called Do We Need Fashion? D Write an article, about a page and a half, for your school magazine. e i Exchange articles with a partner to check accuracy and clarity. ii Edit and improve it if
necessary. iii Give your article to your teacher. The key point is the Discursive style and structure of %JTDVSTJWFXSJUHJOHJNTUPJOGPSNBOEBPFPFOUFSUBJO-U'SFTFOUTBSBOHF of opinion without claiming for any particular. The most common genre of discursive writing is a magazine or
newspaper article (not a news report that is very different). The style is lively and relaxed, sometimes humorous, and there is no fixed structure (as opposed to argumentative writing), other than presenting each species separately, in its own paragraph, with details and examples for its development. Unlike
purely informative writing, the first person can be used in places, and the writer can give his own opinion at the end. 14UNIT 2 . PEFSOMJWJOH Argumentative and persuasive letter are the focus of this unit. You will look at ways to make language effective and decisive and use modal verbs, and practice
paraphrasing, summing up and identifying thematic sentences. You will argue the case, compare the verses, and write an argument composition. Events 1 Consider these aspects of modern life. What kind of food do you eat and what do you think about it? b Where do you live and what do you think
about it? c What do you think are the most concerning questions about сегодня? Текст 2A 2A and remote beauty spots to dump mounds of rotting vegetables and builders load unwanted rubble rather than waste time and money on recycling it. Even more alarmingly, the chemical debris of one creature is
another and medical waste is also made a treasure. Nature has its own way of disappearing in this way. Cleanup - Seagulls, cockroaches, rodents and rodents carry away their prey, and dump garbage twice as much as cleaning bacteria slowly break even the United States has been found floating harder
plastics. People, unfortunately, are in the Pacific. It extends from less dedicated to cleaning up their waste. 500 nautical miles off the coast of California, across the northern Pacific, past overconsumption and rampant Hawaii and almost to Japan. Huge greed has caused a meaningless space of garbage,
consists of the plastic undesirable acquisitiveness of modern world societies, including footballs, kayaks, Lego blocks and wide, and insuf cient position is made for carrier bags, kept together swirling, what we do with the old and empty. underwater currents. It takes a yacht a week of fly-tipping to increase.
Lorry ride to sail through it. Because the debris is in the night to the abandoned industrial translucent and lies just below the surface of the water, it can not be seen in satellite photos. Cruise ships use the Caribbean as a trash can. 15Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 Around FTH marine debris ejected by
ships or toothbrushes were all found inside oil platforms - the rest comes from the ground. stomachs of dead seabirds. This garbage can also be dangerous to humans because tiny island debris can double into plastic pellets in the sea could attract human size over the next decade if consumers make
chemicals that then enter the food chain not to reduce their use of plastics. More when sh eat them. What gets into the ocean, than a million seabirds and 100,000 Marines, gets on our plate. mammals die every year as a result of plastic pollution. Syringes, lighters and www.dailymail.co.uk 2 Working with
a partner to summarize the news article in text 2A. Give each of the four paragraphs an appropriate short headline to summarize its contents. b On a copy of text 2A, emphasize the subject of a sentence or phrase in each paragraph (a key sentence or phrase with a subject). c Shorten a summary of a
single paragraph containing about 75 of your own words. Don't forget to leave examples, figurative language, repetition, commentary and unnecessary details. One of you will read the resume to the class. Text 2B Modern Diet Kids and Teens like their food and drink The most consistent feature of modern
fizzy, sweet and brightly colored - and they Diet is that it often consists heavily or want it now, now, now. They are known to be Junk food, otherwise known as fast-reluctant to eat fresh fruit and vegetables - or food. This has led to international concern really for vegetables of any kind. Fizzy fruits have
been on many levels, from personal to political, an experiment tried out a decade ago to try to tempt youngsters to eat fruit, but the carbon dioxide infused into it soon came out again, and the concept never caught on. A bright orange drink designed for young children that made itself no less than a health
drink, lost its market when it was revealed that the chemicals used for color it turns children yellow. Other tricks to overcome the reluctance to consume GSFTI SSPEVDF IBWF JODMVEFE ATOBDLNBWPVSFE vegetables such as chocolate flavored carrots, baked beans flavored peas, and Brussels
sprout tasting chewing gum! 16UNIT2 . PEFSOMJWJOH from weight gain to global land use. Requirements on the street or in a vehicle - and even bought by international fast food chains involve an environmental drive through restaurants - and more often than not damage the process that begins with
the deforestation of someone eating alone. and erosion in rural areas and ends clogging and packaging pollution on the streets of the city. 8IJDICSJOHTV-IF-100FRVFTUJPOPGXIBUJTJOUIBGBTU food. There have been numerous scares and scandals there are campaigns to bring back slow food, in
various countries, that manufacturers of traditional home-cooked dishes that take time to actually put in the hired food and supermarket to prepare and cook - and eat; such food was packages. Content does not always correspond to what is intended for consumption in the company, over time it speaks on
a tin, box or wrapper. It can be both appreciate it and leisure to catch up with the result of deliberate deception, because it was cheaper friends and family. Not least the argument of either easier to use another ingredient, or accidentally against fast food is that this form of nutrition - negligence that has
allowed something unhealthy or which is far from nutritious - makes us more rushed, even poisonous, to get into the production process. more tense and more isolated. This is because it is a cost for the company, it is very serious, and can be eaten quickly, often actually on the move for victims it can be
even worse ... 3 You take a close look at the grammatical structures and stylistic devices in text 2B. On a copy of text 2B, emphasize triple designs (three of its kind) and write a commentary to explain what you notice about the order of the three parts. b Look at the highlighted expressions in the passage
and write a comment to explain the effect of these phrases. c Collect a list of balanced pairs of words (with them and in between) in the passage, and write a comment, explain what you think their purpose is. Then read the key point below. Below. The point of binomal pairs is an extreme form of
colloocation (i.e. Words appear IBCJUVBMM'UPHFUIFS DPOTJTUJOHPGUXPUCKFDUJWFT WFSCTPSOPVOT FHATBGF and sound. These pairs of synonyms either start with the same letter and/or repeat the same vowel sound (alliteration or assonance/rhyme). repeating it with another word. . .
BOSJOPDDBBBDBDDHIDHLYFBSUSUS
ALYBOCWUIBWWWWVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF, their acquaintance in
everyday use, and checkpoint 17Cambridge English 9 GBDUUIBUUIFTFAJEFAJDBMUXJOTBSFJOTF-BSMFBOEUIFJSPSEFSDBOOPUCF DIBOHFE GPSFYBN-MFXFDBOOPUTBXFFUBOETIPSSAT PVOBOETBGFF Antithematic pairs (opposites) balanced or TVDIBTAUS While this form of cliches
should be avoided in narrative writing, they can be effective in an argument where the goal is to convince that it can be partially achieved by the appeal of dating. to ...' and starts with ... ends...' in the second paragraph. Comment on the use of the ellipse (...) at the end of the passage. Then read the tip
below. For Activity 3 Devices to attract attention, to win an argument or get someone interested in reading a discursive piece, the writer must find ways to first attract and then keep the reader's attention. There is no narrative to arouse curiosity, and the figurative descriptive language of a creative work is
not appropriate, so other devices should be used to attract the reader. Notable features of the language attract readers to enjoy the style of writing, and then they become receptive to its content. 4 Deconstruct the second sentence in paragraph 3, i.e. to reduce it to notes that would have existed before
they were turned into phrases and provisions and then consolidated into one long, complex sentence. b Experiment with different ways to combine notes into one complex sentence using a number of punctuation and grammatical devices. c Swap with a partner, compare different versions of each one
you were able to form, and decide which sounds are most compelling and elegant. 18UNIT2 . PEFSOMJWJOH For 4b More on building a proposal You've already learned different ways to form a variety of and concise sentences: t with a series of subordinated connectives (not and, but, so, or) t
C'VTJOHSFMBUJWFDMVTFT EFGJOHBOEOPOEFGGJOH FHAUIFCP'XIPXBTJMM EJEOUFBOIJOHAUIFCP-XIPXJMTMFU BOZUIJOHAUUBCMF XIJDIXBTUPPCH DME using current or past steaming phrases, active or passive, with or without an excuse (e.g. eat, eat, eaten, before eating, after
eating) t, changing the order of provisions, for example by inserting a subordinate DMBVTFJOBNBJMBVTF FHA5IFWJTJUPSDUFUFOEOE TDFJOJUXBT late to return home. Now you can also practice forming proposals that include two interdependent ideas in an inseparable relationship: the use of
that FHA5IFHJSMXBT-MFBTFEUIBUTIFECOJOWWEUPUIF party. This consists of two proposals that were combined: A5IF'HJSMXBT-MFBTFEA4IFECOJOJJUFEUPIF-BS-5IF-BSFMJOLFE for a reason, i.e. the girl was glad because she was invited to the party. b Use when FHA5IFHJSMXBTMFBTSFOTIFSFDFJWBOJOWJUBUJPO to the party. This consists of two sentences that were DPNCJOFEA5IFHJSMXBT-MFBTFEA4IFSFFDFJFFEBOJOJUJUJUJPOUPUUP-BYSUZ They are connected by time, ie the girl was happy at the moment when she received the invitation to the party. Try to
use different methods of structuring sentences, and changing the order of phrases and provisions to make different versions of the sentences in order to give your style a variety and avoid their launch all the same. Choose a design that you think is the most appropriate place to focus, given the content,
purpose and style of writing. 5 Now work with a partner to prepare speeches for a mini-discussion on the topic of fast food. I collect the points you would use to justify the need for fast food. ii Collect the points that you will use to convince people to eat slow food. 19Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 b
Decide which side you'll argue on (your partner will take the opposite side) and organize your two-minute points list. c Present their mini-debates to the class that will vote on which side is represented the most convincing case in each pair. Text 2C risks stating the obvious, parenting teenagers is not an
easy job. Adolescence can be tense and characterized by a significant amount of screaming, crying, whining and countless threats to run away from home - and that's just parents. Teenagers tend to engage in all these attractive habits too as they try to become independent beings by straining on a leash
of parental control, while parents try to cling to protect their children without wanting to let go and recognize that their child is growing up. Here are some tips for getting respect and recognition when working with teenage children: r%POUNBLFBGVTVBCPVUOPUIJOH -PVEP
PVSUFFOXJMMUMJFOXIFOJUDPNFT to serious things. He or she will perfect the art of tweaking you if you relentlessly lecture them or punish them for trivial They are not interested in what is illegal, immoral, or even something that is detrimental to their well-being, so it can be an uphill struggle to get
them to take anything seriously. r 0GGFSP'JPOTEPJOHEFBMTalleviates the impression that you are in control and that your teenager is under control. Everyone should believe that they have a choice and can make their own decisions, even if the correct answer is incapable. You have to let them feel
that they have some autonomy. r-JTUFO-PV can't expect it to be listened to if you discount their feelings and arguments with- even considering them. You may not agree, but you should at least let them nish offer and let them represent their cause before dismissing it to show that you are interested in
their point of view and respect their judgment. 20UNIT2 . PEFSOMJWJOH r 1SBDUJTFXIB'2FBDIJG-PVBSFEPJOHUIFP-PT-FPG-3DUJBSFBTLJOHUIFNUP do, such as lying and be irresponsible, then you have no legs to stand on. Teenagers imitate people they respect, and they need role models.
You have to admit your own flaws and not pretend you don't. They should know that you're human too. r (JWFSFBTPOTBMXB-MBIMJOKSUIFJA TO do something, instead of making his case Because I say so. Sugar-coating gives the impression that you are afraid of addressing something and they will
lose con dence in you, and may turn to someone else who is less suitable for help. r 4UB'JOWWWWEJUTFBT-UPTJUDIPGGLFF-PVSEJTUBODFX-OPVBSFTBEJ-PJOUFE but teens need your support to help them withstand enormous pressure from their peers. If you become remote your teen will feel
lonely, frightened and loyal. If they are nding a life dif cult, they need your advice even if they tell you the exact opposite and you should be available to them. r OGPSDFSVVMFTBEJTDJMJOFJG-PVEPOUMB-PXOUIFMBXBOEUFBDIZPVSUFFO what are the limits, who will? They will always insist to see
how far they can go and whether there are consequences for crossing the line. You have to react unconditionally and quickly when they need to be punished, because otherwise someone else in power may be forced to do their job as a school principal or police officer, and that can have disastrous and
long-term consequences in adulthood. 6 In this activity you take a close look at the language of text 2C, which is intentionally direct and provocative in order to present an argument. Give synonyms for five words in bold in the passage. Then check your values in the dictionary or thesaurus. violations are
detrimental emulate b In paragraph one one Text 2C: I find an example of understatement II finding the word used ironically iii to say where you would put an exclamation point iv to explain the effect of the dash and what should V explain a steady metaphor (one that continues rather than is used only
once). c On a copy of text 2C find and emphasize as many examples as you can figurative language (image) in the rest of the passage. 21Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 7 Working with a partner to further learn the language of text 2C. Think of another way to express the Sugar Coating in text 2C using
a non-figurative language. What do you think is a more effective, original phrase or replacement, and why? b Look at the use of verbs can/can and can/can, in verb in the passage. Write an explanation of how each of these forms is used. Read the key point below if you need help. c Look at the use of
verbs should, should, should, should, stressed in the passage. Write an explanation of the rule when each of these forms is used. The key point is modal verbs of probability and commitment Modal verb canFY'SFTTFTBCJMJ BTJOA4IFDBOSJEFBCJLF BOEmay FY'ISFTTFT-FSNJTTJPO
BTJOA4IFNB'ISJEF3IJTEJJOJOJOJTOPTOPU is always done now, however, and can often be used for both values. Past strenuous forms could and could convey the growing degree of VODFSUBJO'UZ FHA4IFDPVMESJEFIFSCJLF RVJUF-SPCBCMF BOEA4IFNJHIU to ride a bike (perhaps, but not
likely). There are five other modal (own) verbs in English that relate to something to do, with subtle differences and degrees of strength: A)FOFFETUPBHFFoOFDFTTJU A)FNVTUBHSFFoEFGJOJUFPSJN'FSBUWF A)FIBTUPBHSFFO'FEJDUTDPNMJBODFJ-MJFTUIFSFXJ MMMCFFRVFODFT
otherwise A)FPVHIUUPBHSFTVHHFTBUUFSPGEVU)FTIPVMEBHSFFSFFOFY-FTFTBEWJTBCJJ-MJ'SPCBCJMJ but three other modal verbs are followed by an infinite form of verb. 8 Now you're going to prepare a role-playing game with your partner and perform it in class. Then reread text 2C,
scanning the information you can use in your role in the dispute about how you see the relationship between parent and teen. 22UNIT2 . PEFSOMJWJOH b Take notes to remind you what ideas you'll use when performing a conversation. c Perform your role-playing game in class. Listen to and evaluate
other performances, taking into account the range of content and how well sequenced the dialogue is. Text 2D Cyberdanger Cause for anxiety and anxiety arose with the advent and prevalence of the Internet, cell phones and text messages. The Internet exposes our children to a potentially sinister world,
making them even more vulnerable and strangers than ever before. Even kids who aren't looking for a problem nd problems are looking for them on the World Wide Web. Without proper oversight and even censorship, the threats to teenagers are enormous and growing. Often parents have no idea what
their children are doing with their phones and computers in their bedrooms because they don't spend time with their children, are too busy using the same technology themselves, or have no idea how it works, what's out there in cyberland, and what it might lead to. Kids don't volunteer to tell their parents
who they communicate with online, so if you ask, you'll never know. It is the work of parents to ensure the safety of their children, and with rapid progress in information and communication technology, the only way it can be achieved with vigilance. You need to know what photos they upload for the world
to see, and what they themselves are viewing. Explain to your teens and teens about the dangers of providing personal information, either by instant messaging or as a post, to a favorite social networking site. The vast majority of teens have created online pro les including photos of themselves. It is also
common for them to be able to post a photo of someone else that has caused embarrassment to another person but which the victim is unable to remove and which can be used by others with questionable intent. One in eight teenagers gave their mobile phone number online, and more than half of
teenagers do not believe that posting photos and personal information on social 23Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 networking sites is unsafe. They're wrong. Once their contact details are in the system they can be bullied, harassed or harassed. Twenty percent of teenagers have been affected. The
data can be used to search for your child and discover their regular routes and planned activities. Later, when they apply for the job, they should expect potential employers to do a search to see what photos they posted and what comments they made. What has been done cannot be undone; even if it
was done a long time ago, it is still used in order to judge suitability. There have been many cases where people lose their jobs because of posting inappropriate photos of themselves or making sad comments for the world to see. 9 Give synonyms, in the same part of the speech, for five words in bold in
the text 2D: the appearance of advances of vigilance profiles promising b Turn the following ten words that are in the pages in the aisle, in other parts of the speech. prevalence ➔ verb potentially ➔ noun vulnerable ➔ noun available ➔ verb censorship ➔ adverb of volunteers ➔ adjective ➔ noun system ➔
an adjective regular ➔ verb fitness ➔ verb c Look at the use even and ever in paragraph one of the passages and explain their effect. 10 Dealing with for this activity, and take notes. Choose words that express powerful or controversial ideas in text 2D. b Select three sentences that make clear the writer's
views on the topic, and explain how you were able to identify them. c Identify and record three uses of persuasive or rhetorical devices mentioned in previous exercises in Block 1 and in this unit (e.g. triple structures, antithesis, tautology). d Comment on the type of vocabulary and the type of sentences
used in this passage. Read the key moment on the next page to help you. 24UNIT2 . PEFSOMJWJOH Key point Argument vocabulary and sentence types kind of vocabulary used in argumentative writing or speaking are usually strong, extreme, even shocking. This attracts attention and triggers an
answer, giving a sense of urgency to the reader/listener. Even if the reader does not agree with what is claimed, the provocative nature of the language will make it difficult for them to ignore the opinions presented, BOEJUNB-GPSDFUFUFUFBHFJOUFCFCF'O5FYUT$BOE%UIFSFBSF many examples
of words that almost threaten in their connotations. Another way of engaging or provoking the reader/listener is to make bold and categorical statements. They suggest that there is no doubt in this matter that these ideas are facts and everyone agrees with them. Sometimes opinions are masked in this
way, and the reader manipulates the assertiveness of the style so as not to question the claim. Suggestions in an argumentative letter are generally simple or complex; it so there will be no danger of the message being wrong. Using the material in the excerpt, make a list of 'Don'ts' as tips for your peers
about using the Internet. Read it for the class to comment. Text 2E Planners They Plan. They're building. All spaces are mesh, filled with permutations of possibilities. The buildings are aligned with the roads that meet in the desired points connected by bridges all hang in the grace of mathematics. They're
building and they're not going to stop. Even the sea is stretched and the sky gives up. They erase flaws, stains of the past, knock down useless blocks with dental dexterity. All clearances are connected by 25Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 with brilliant gold. The country wears perfect rows of shining
teeth. Anesthesia, amnesia, hypnosis. They have the means. They have everything so it doesn't hurt, so the story is new again. The styling won't stop. Drilling goes right through the fossils of the last century. But my heart won't bleed poetry. Not a drop to tarnish the plan of tomorrow's past. Boey Kim
Jong-we pile the building's foundation plan architectural plan 11 discuss the following issues as a class after preparing notes with a partner. What is a sustainable metaphor works Poem? b What is the effect of repeated references to They? c What is the effect of short lines? d Which phrases stand out
and why? What do you think the last verse might mean? 26UNIT2 . PEFSOMJWJOH Text 2F Life from Other People - Welfare It Would Be Pretty To Have Roses Flourishing My Back Door. It would be nice to have a well-preserved house with velvet chairs, not scraping the polished floor. It would be
lovely to sit down for lunch Grey tie, pearl pin, fresh shirt and good to have a purring car in a clean garage attractive as the best brass bands. But keep it all going to be a lot of anxiety and those who do it should race and snow Seeing on the rooftops and pruning, maintenance and mechanics, rain, a little
green fly, bring on terrible panic and ruin and shadow failures every way. So I think this is the best thing to do: As I walk along the roads I see so many nod flowers in all the gardens that I pass. I can look into other people's rooms and see how politely this man turns to open the front door to his shiny
house. Did you see his suit fit him, his perfect cuffs? Flawless Slide cars with women in furs and perfumes Wafted to me with the taste of cigars. I'm wrapped in my layers of shapeless coats and I don't need to either polish or dig or set a table for four esteemed guests or get to the office or prove myself
every day to provide hammocks and lawns to get my antiques protected from insects. Guest everywhere, I watch as dinner is served. As I tramp past other people's gardens, the rose opens. Jenny Joseph 27Cambridge Checkpoint English 9 12 Discuss the following issues as a class after preparing notes
with a partner. How does the narrator of Text 2F describe ordinary suburban residents? b What does the narrator in the poem feel to such lives and such people? c i What does the narrator say in the final stanza of the poem? ii Think of another title to match the post of the poem. d The poem changes the
tempo between slow and fast at different points. Write a copy of 2F in the box where you think it's happening. Can you explain the reason for the change? What is the effect of using the next one in the poem? I have random rhymes ii different types of listing iii run on the lines. 13 Write a comparison of two
poems Text 2E and Text 2F, about one page to give to your teacher. Consider the following aspects of the poems, and read the review below to help you with the structure: Who is the speaker in each poem? b What is the cultural context of each poem (i.e. how do they relate to modern life from the point
of view of the society they describe)? c What is the historical context of each poem (i.e. how they relate to modern life with view of the period of time they describe)? For activities 13 13 The texts of the clear structure to use when comparing the two texts is to: t say how the texts are similar, giving
examples and quotes in support of your views t say how the texts differ, giving examples and quotes in support of your views t say which one you prefer, and think is more effective, giving grounds for your judgment. 28UNIT2 . PEFSOMJWJOH 14 Study pictures of robots making cars. Write down your
thoughts on this method of production. b Add ideas on how people use computer technology in other aspects of modern life. c Decide whether you want to argue for or against the use of computer technology in the workplace, on the basis of which you have more points. d Organize your notes for and
against, and think of a good way to start a controversial piece of writing with the headline Computers: Workers or Bosses? E Write your argument composition, about one and a half sides, using the key point below, and the previous one to help you. Check your composition before giving it to your teacher.
The key point of the argument structure is unlike discursive writing, the argument should be carefully structured so that the points against your case are presented first and then dismissed, allowing the rest to focus on your own point of view, leading to a strong conclusion. Showing what you know about a
different point of view at the beginning makes your case stronger because it conveys that your opinion is not biased or inattentive and therefore can be trusted. Your points, which should be several, need to be planned, tidy, and then maintained to make them convincing. This support can take the form of
a mixture of the following: t stats t current media stories t actual background information t examples t quotes. 29UNIT 3 Language and Communication This unit focuses on identifying and using key ideas, as well as reviewing different types of content and style in an informative, argumentative and
discursive letter. There is further development of vocabulary and resume and spelling practice, as well as a look at the markers of discourse. You will write a letter to the newspaper, blog post and news report, and you will participate in the group discussion. Activities 1 What languages do you know and in
what situations do you speak them? When do you speak officially and when informally? b What are your views on English as a global language? c How often and how do you rely on technology for your communications? Text 3A Technology revives the written word Y Oung people these days exposed
written words are important now. the almost constant stream of written Everything, especially for young people, depends on the word. They communicate via text message to them. Online chatting and searching, (which is currently exceeds the number of phone calls), or in pro les and home pages,
messaging and the Internet or by Facebook email updates, it all depends on writing, and writing (600,000 comments written every minute), or quickly. Now is the time to reflect on tweets (340 million written per day). correct phrase or planning is the best way to say something before making that when I
was a boy, in the 1980s, we called; this text and that demand for mail is transmitted by landline phone and we have an instant response. The connections were watching TV. I've never written a word that got shorter and shorter, more anyone my age except perhaps pass like epigrams than old-fashioned
letters to put notes in class when I was bored. The Internet in this post. Whether communication and mobile phone have changed all that, actually become clearer and less ambiguous, and put an unprecedented new emphasis on or more exposed to misunderstanding, this is a written word, despite all the
predictions of another issue. that new technology will death it. 30UNIT3 Language and Communication The essential difference between writing is important. Books in English, even and talk about what the letter can be crossed out, books on punctuation, can now top the bestseller lists. while speech can't.
Communication is now the disintegration of language and the disappearance of continuous work in the process, as long as it is done by poetry and printed books - because of text messages and on the screen, and as long as you remove it before tweeting - love to yourself Facebook, the growth of who
reads it. Which is just as good, because e-books have been predicted until recently, but instead of technology, making accuracy no more. Words rage around and throughout spelling and grammar matter, move the world into an extraordinary, stop a blizzard, from saying to a written word was written and
read on a scale that has a completely mind-opposite effect: we judge accuracy seriously, boggling. Today, the Philippines whether it is a romantic message or a recording of work for text messages: 27 per user per day. In application, and unimpressed people of Scandinavia, more than 85 percent of those
who do not know how to use apostrophes or that the population communicates by text. About 294 de nitely is written with i. a billion e-mails sent every day, or 2.8 million per second. These messages are glancing over the Internet, you can nd that until recently were made by phone, letter, examples of
horrible English, but you also nd face to face - or, and it very signi can not in a surprising number of corrections. communication debate, not at all. There has probably never been a time in the history of The Sunday Times when writing was so universal and so 2 Give synonyms for ten words in bold as
used in text 3A: exposed to unprecedented pondered epigrams major universal decay prophesied raging 3 Work Job partner, look at the following devices used in text 3A and comment on their effects, i.e. what they contribute to part of the argumentative letter: clich?image (in pages) d stats b idioms
(stressed) e pronouns of the subject. c Examples 4 Now consider the content of text 3A with your partner. summary in one sentence of the writer's point of view on communication technologies. b Identify the arguments used in text 3A and list them. c Give a counter-argument for as many items on your list
as possible. 31 31 cambridge checkpoint english workbook 9 answers pdf. collins cambridge checkpoint english workbook 9 answers pdf. cambridge checkpoint english stage 9 workbook answers. collins cambridge checkpoint english stage 9 workbook answers. cambridge checkpoint english workbook 8
unit 9 answers
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